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Genetica! heterogeneity is known to be among the most fundamental featu-
res of animal populations in terrestrlal species. Heterogenehy, and its conse-
quence, genetica! polymorphism,is in fact of such a common occurrence that
it may be regarded as being the normal condition of natural populadons. In
marine species, however, the evidence for heterogeneity is actually very<

scarce. There are somelittoral species of Isopodsfi, 2)andsome Copepods (3)
which exhibit a phenotypical polymorphism for colorarion patterns (poly~
chromatisna), which bas been fouad in some instances 10 have a genetical
basis,

Genedcal heterogeneity in marine animals may not be supposed to have
consequences fundamemaUy different from those in terrestrial species; how-
ever, the relation betweeh geneücal populauon structure and environment
conditions may find, in littoral species, a much clearerexpression on a micro-
geographical level due to the extremely streng ecological clines on the coast.
The conditions for genetical differentiation of populauons are most iavour-
able in imenïdaï species witb a non-pelagk developmenr, these conditions
will aecessarily lead to the establishment of colonies or of popuJadons which
present a high degree of genetical isolation. Isolation is in fact often fulfilled
in a region with an extended tide range where habitais for a given species are
separated from each other by stretches which do not suit its ecological requi-
remems, and which may therefore prevent or strongly reduce exchange of
geoetk material between differem populations. When assuming that the
genetica! equilibrium within a population is related to its pankuiar habitat
conditions/widely different geneiical constitutions may be expected in sepa-
rated populaiions on a Jocal (microgeographical) as well as on a geographical
scale.

(>, a) BocQi'ET, LEVI and TEISSICR, igSi ; BOCQIKT, 1953.
(3) BOCQUET, I95l.

AH». »K>L. - T. 33, s^sc. S-6, 1957.+
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The extent of such local and regional diversification may amply be
demonstrated in the intertidal prosobranch species Pitrpura lapillus (syno-
nyms: Nucella lapilhis, Thais lapillus}. The genetical heterogenehy of Pur-
pura lapillus has a chromosomal, i. e. structural basis. The species is diffe-
rentiated into two forms which show widely different chromosome numbers;
their haploid numbers are i3 and 18 (4). The difference of numerical chro-
mosome constitutions is seen from the metaphases of the firsi maturaiion
division infemaie meiosis which show i3 and 18 bivalent chromosomeconfi-

gurations, respectively, in the two chromosome forms.
The analysis of the numerical dimorphism is made possibleby the fact that

the two forms are fully mterfertile, and that their chromosomes may be
combinedin any possiblecombination to diploid constitutions. The relation
which links the two forms is of the kindthatis generally called Robertsonian ï

The haploid set of form i3 contains 5 metacentric (V-shaped) chromosomes
each ofwhich corresponds to one pair of acrocentric (rod-shaped) chromo-

somesinform 18. Eachofthe loacrocentric chromosomesispartlyortotally
homologous to one arm. of the corresponding metacenmc element of the
opposite chromosome form. The remaaning 8 chromosomes are numeri-
cally identical in ihe two forms. The haploid chromosome sets are thus
8 + 5 == 13 in form i3, and 8 -)- 5 x 2===i8 in form 18.

The numerical dimorphism within the species Purpura lapülus is thus due
to the $ acrocentric-metacentric chromosome groups. This is the basis of
the genetical variation system of the species, and at the same time the origin »

of diversification between populations on the local and the regional scate »

Chromosomal polymorphism is due to the fact that, within each- of the
5 chromosome groups responsible for the numerical dimorpbism, heterozy-
gosityfor acrocentric and metacentric elemems may freely be reaHzed, aswell
as homozygoshy for the ones or for the other. This permhs the formation
of a greai number of chromosome constitutions;infact,there are 24? dififerent
possibilities of combinations of these chromosomal elements to diploid
constitutions, and even several thousands if other structurai differences
between the two haploid sets are equally accounied for. As judged from the
chromosomal anatysis of the .populations,all of these consmmions may
become realized. _ Thi, n,ay iUus.ra.e the "eaning of .he .e,m " chro»o-
somal polymorphism '\
^ The analysis of heierogeneity of popularions wit^i respect to chromosomes
is based^on the analysis of heterogeneous constitmions. Due to the nume-
rical differennation, it is possible, in each heterogeneous female mdividual
to determine the respecdvc numbers of chromosomes originating from the
two forms 13 and 18, these numbers,the sum ofwhich is loin diploid consti-
tutxo"s»lie necessarily between the limhs 10 acrocentric pairs 4- ometacentric
chromosomes on one hand, and 10 metacentric element/4" o acrocentric pairs
on the other. The records of heterogeneous individuals then permit us to
define the state of heterogenehy of a population with respect to the cbroino-

l

(4) STAIGER, 1954.
*

t
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somes of the two forms. A rough measure of heterogencity, withi'n a popu-
lation polymorphic for chromosome constitutions, is obtained by taking the
mean percentage of acrocentric chromosome pairs recorded in a stausiical
number of: individuals from the same locality. and that of the metaceniric
chromosomes of the same individuais. The microseographicai distribiition
of the two forms and of the two chromosome struciures may thcn bc
recorded.

The principle of microgeographical distribmion is quite slmplc: form i3
occupiesexposed places; form iSisfound on shehered places (4 bis}. The pure
forms i3 and iS are ecoIogicaUydifferemiared. The same principle holdsfor
the degree of heierogeneity, i. e. the respective percentages of the chromosomes
originating from the two forms. The extreme habitat conditions(t exposed 1'
and t( shehered'? are linked bv awhole seriesof intermediate condiiions; such
intermediate habitats are occupied by chromosomally heterogeneous popuia-
tions,whereasthose on extreme habhatsare pure for the forms i3 or 18. The
chromosomal composirion of any colony of Piirpura lapillus correspondsto
ihe panicular degree of exposure of its habitat, i. e to the whole complex of
environmentconditionsthatarenormallyassociatedtoexposure. Somepopu-
lations of the region of Roscoff and of the bay of MorJaix are particularly
ilhistrative in this respect. Thus, the highly exposed place Estelkn bihan
is entireïy pure for form i3, i. e. this population contains 100 percent meia-
centric chromosomes; there are stil! 96 per cent metacemrks at Les Bisayers,

*

92 percent at He Blanche, 60 per cent at the intermediate localhy Bioscon,
i3 per cent at Pen Lann, and finaliy i per cent metacentnc chromosomes only
in the most shehered place near the laboraiory of Roscoff. In the same way,
the complemenrary percentages of the acrocemnc chomosomes of form
18 increase as the exposure decreases, from o per cent at Estellen bihan to
99 per cent at Roscoff. Tfaere exists thus a gradiënt for chromosome freqüen»
cies which runs parallel to a gradiënt for ecological conditions.

Theprinciple thatrules the microgeographical distribution of the twoforms
is of an ecological nature, and the same holds for the iwo types, of chromo~
some structures which are involved in the dimorphism. It is interred that
ihe farms with 13 and with 18 chromosomes are genetically adapted to the
correspondiag habhatconditions 't exposed " and " sheltered ", respeciively.
The adaprive characier of the intraspecific dimorphism is further demon-
strated by the distribution of the two forms on a larger geographica! scale.
Ifform i8 is really associated to sheltered habitat conditions, as it is suggested
t>y the microgeographical simation, then it is to be expected that form 18 is
absent from A coast which presenis no shehered places, and where conse-
quenily the ecological requirements of form 18 are not fuifilled. lis pre-
sence or absence in a given region would be governed by thestructure of the
coast. ^

^

F rom the point of view of coast stmcture, the region of Roscoff and of the
bay. of Morlaix is in a sharp contrast to the coast which extends 10 about

(4 ^'?) STA! G ER 1954.
*

.
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15 km. to iheeast of thelatter between Primel and Locquirec-St. Efflam: the
first region shows most varied environments, the intertidal zone is large. and
sheiiered areas are very extended at many localines; on the other hand, the
second region is relatively uniform, the intertidal zone extremely narrow and
predominantly exposed.

The distribution of the two forms corresponds entirely to this contrast o{
t

coast structure. In the Roscoff region, both forms 13 and 18 coexist side by
s'tde on their adequate habhats, and form heterogeneous colonies where they
come into contact on intermediate places. In the second region Primel-
Locquirec, however, thesheltered form 18 is tnissing; consequently, exposed
localities as well as those of intermediate character are occupied by pure
colonies of form i3, showing looper cent metacentric chromosomes. Acro-
centric chromosomes of form 18 are missing in the Purpura populadons

»

beiween Primel and Locquirec.
The adaptive character of the chromosomal dimorphism is thus seen on

iwo tevels ofdistribution: local, and regional. The regional contrast impUes
at the same time a profound difference for chromosomal compositlon of
populations on intermediate habitais: such populations are heterogeneous in
the first region, but homogeneous for farm i3 in the second region. The
structure of the coast, by the ecological features involved and through
adaptive properdes of the chromosomes, determines the genetical variation
system of the species on the basis of a pre-existing matenal of genetical

n *

vanation.

The genetical difFeremiation of populations and of population groups may
deeply affect the morphologicai characters of individuals and of populations.
The quantitative iraits of the shells of Purpura lapillus are strongly influenced
by bo,h the genetiol s.ructure of the population and the environmenul
coaditions of m habnat. The regionai differeniiation for chromosomaï
composition of populaiion groups then enables us to estimate the parts piayed
by consthuüon and by environment in the realization of the phenotype .

Purpura lapülus has been known for a long time to have an exceediogly high
degree of morpbological variadon, e. g, tor coloration and pattern, for size,
siuntedness, surface structure of the shells and for shell thickness (5, 6). Among
these, shell thickness is espedally well suhed to demonstrate the relation
between chromosomal and morphological population siructure, as well as
.hedifferences fo, morphological-variation sys.e^s which depend on «g.on.l
differences for chromosomal composinon of population groups.

Shell ihickness is statistically treated by the'relative weight of the shells .

The rektive weight is computed by dividing the absolute weight through a
volume index; this laner is obtained from the dimensions of the sheUs.
Difïerences for the relative weight express in a fairly clear way differences
for thickness of the shells, and especially so for the w'alls of the 'body whorl
as it may be seen directty trom longitudmal sections of the sheils.

(5, 6) CÖLTON, 1916, MOORE, igSö.
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The population samples of the region ofRoscoffshow clearlythat the rela-
tive weight of the shells aswell as shell sizejienglh] are relau'd to the chromo-
somal composition of the population. The mean sixe shows two maxima in
the pure populations of the forms i3 and 18; the means ihen decline as the
beterogeneity increases and attain a minimum m a popuiation of highcst
heterogeneity, i. e. with about equal perceniages of acrocemric chromosome
pairs and of metacentric chromosomes.-The relativc weïght cxhibits a
similar behaviour; in this case,the maximum mean is aitained in ihe most
heterogeneous population, and then graduaily declines as the hetcrogeneity r

becomes lower towards the two pure form populations. Shell thickness is
higher in heterogeneous than in pure farm popuktions.

This holds first for population samples that are quite different for mcan
size; it is however easy to establish that the relatlve weight is independent

from size. The size ranges of two populations of different chromosomai
composition mosdy overlap; individuals chosen in two such populaiions
for identkai size (size classes) then show significant differences tor the re!a.
tive weight in the same sense as the total populations do. This means ihat
shelts of identical dimensions have thicker body walls when heterogeneous
for chromosomes than when homogeneous i3 or 18.-This relation between
heterogenehy and shell thickness holds equally good for some regions on
the south coast of Brittany where the two forms i3 and 18 coexist, and seems
thus to be of general validity ia the species.

.Of particuiar interest for the comparison between different reglons is the
relation between shell thickne.ss and exposure. Heterogeneny is related to
exposure; this roeans that, when passing from iniermediare to highly exposed
places, the shell thickness declines as the degree of exposure increases.

This paradoxical relaiion between exposure and she!} thickness is in fact a
specific feature of heterogeneous population groups. In a region wbich is
homogeneous for form i3, such as that to the cast of the bay of Morlaix, the
connexion between exposure and shell thickness is quite different. The
degree of ' exposure which is anributed to any one colony of this
homogeneous populmion group remains relative, but a comparison is pos-
sible between neighbouring colonies on a coast part which shows a clear gra"
dient for exposure. Near Locquirec, in a semi-exposed situation due to some
sh^ïier afforded by a small islet off the land poim of Locquirec, the mean
relqiive weight is o.365 ± o.oo5 for a sample of about 80 individuals; on the
northern exposed poi'nt ofthis islet, the mean is 0.420 ±:o.oo5 ; the increase
is significant. In the same way, the roeans increase inside the bay of Loc-
quirec, fromo.382±o.oo4 at the semi-exposed iocalhy Roches d'Argem to
o-4°4=ho-005 at the exposed place Plestin. In the heterogeneous popularion
groupofthe bay of Morlaix, however, the means drop from 0.555 dfco.oo3
(BIoscon) too.442dbo.oo4 (Estellen bihan) when passmg from intermediate
to exposed places, and where at the sarnetime the heterogenehy declines from
6o per cent metacentrics-40 per cent acroceniric pairs at Bloscon to 100 per cent
metacentrics at Estelkn bihan.

Between intermediate and exposed, the shell thicknessincreases with increas-
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.

ing exposure in a chromosomaliy homogeneous popularion group, but it
declines in the same direction when this population group is heterogeneous
for chromosomes. The shell thickness follows thus a morphological varia-
tion system that is fundamentally different in the two regions, according to
presenceor absence of chromosomal heterogeneky, and as a function ofdif-
ferent genetical variation systems. This shows to what an extent the geneii"
cal background may intervene in determining the connexion between
morphomemc characters and environmental conditions-a fact which
should particularly be emphasized in comparative regional studies. The
genetica! background is likely 10 be strongly different in separaied regions.
In Purpwa lapillus^ there exist, under certain habitat conditions, significant
differences in the chromosomal composition of subcolonies at a distance of
about 5 meters, and this even without any ecological barrier betweenthe two
places. These differences arequantitative, in that equillbria between different
components of heterogeneny may become shiftedfrom one place to the other *

When passing to the geographical scale, qualitaüve differences may equally
be expected, i. e. gene or chromosome mutations maytake part in the hetero-
geneiiy on one place, and are absent from a geographically remote locality.

Genetical heierogeneity in terrestnal species is recognized to be concerned
with the fitness of the populations (7), i.e.theircapachyto withstand thevary-
ingenvironmentconditions, andtoexploittheirhabitats, it isthereforeofparti-
cular interest to compare heterogeneous and homogeneous regions with
respect to traits that are related to dtness. It ig rather difficult to understand
from this point of view the thickening of the shells in heterogeneous popuia-
tions, since quite thinner shells may apparently respond to the demands ot
the environment, z. e. to even considerably higher degrees ot exposure. There
are however other differences of another nature to be observed between the
two population groups in question. It is unknown at present whether or not
such differencesare associated to the regionaidifferenciation forchr.oroospmal
population stmcture, bui the contrasts are striking enough and deserve spe-
cial attention.

One of these differences concerns population density. The densityof/^r-^

pwa populations on exposed localities with rich food supply is considerably
higber in the heterogeneous region Röscofi'-bay of Morfaix ihan on simUar
habitatsoftbe homogeneous region Primel-Locquirec. A striking factto be
observed_in_this_Iatterregion is the existence ofexposed points which are
completely free from Purpura, although they wouró'present a very rich food
supply for the?n by carrying a dense mussel bed; cpmparable places in the
bay of Morlaix show a denshy of several hundredsot Purpura individuals
per square meter .

As a seconrf poim, the body size is equally different in the two regions. As
stated earlier, the mean body size increases from iatermediate to exposed
places in the heterogeneous population group. In the homogeneous region,

^

(7) LEUN ER, 1954.
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however, the maximum body size is attained on imermediate iocalities wiih
rich food supply, and is then secn 10 decline as the exposure increases;
Hnally, Purpura is absent from the most exposcd places, as it has aircady
been mentioned.

Mean body size and population density givc logcther a reiaiive mcasure tor
producüon ; they express the ability of the population as a whole to uiilixe
the resources of the habitat. As Judged from these iwo facis, it secms chat a

f

heterogeneous populatlon group ismoreversatile in ibis respect. The ecolo"
gical preference appears to be shifted (from intermediate 10 exposedj; it is
possible that heterogeneity leads 10 a wider tolerance and to an enlargemeni
of the range ofhabitat conditions which the species is capabie of exploiting.
Regional ciifferences of this kind deserve someemphasis from the genetical
point of view; they possibly point to a genera! meaning of genetical heiero-
geneity for the biology of populations.
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Dtscussion

* f

». BuHock. - I don't suppose thejollowmg casecanbeputjo_youas aques_tion
b.ut perhaps as a reason to come to c^lifornia^ It ml@ht,.i^oflntere^tb^causeJt
conc'emTpopulationrof gasïropods showing phenotypTc differences related to eco-
logic differences.
^cm^digÏÏ^, a high_u<ieHn^J^^p;h^^^P^ts^n h^

bours,>pi'e^t7s'ome mSrpho'Iogical differemiatrón beleen thesep^
undenooktotestwhetherthereisany physioiogic differentiation usmg ^the sensi-
somemonAs A^cordhTgtoa^m^nt<?fm^whlvÏa?Lrdaerkheedsei^il^
rdT^eïïÏefn viaSFiïy^êe samples frominskie a breakwate^how
^naiiYrwheVtÏ'ansplanteYJoThe'outside, than outside samples transplanted to
the inside, relative tocontrol tran-plan^s.
>Ïn^Ae^^;^/^^J^m ^^^^n^n

ïoDSiEi«nriptoZstideDODulatio^sa%y^lÏ^
K^iHnes^';fs:^n°^Sn,s,o^,tted^.TeT^eTSU.ylB"urp.iï;

17T. 33, FASC. 5.6, 1&57.*?IH. BtOt.
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may be of special interest in connection with Dr. STAIGER'S resultsisthatalarge
fractionoftliepopulation,thosein the upper parts of the range of distribution,
develop mature gonads but apparently neyer spawn, so that tfiey as weiï as the
rest must be replaced from spawn from a fractfon of the population.

I wonder if this mi^ht be occurring in Ptiryura ? And I hope we wiiï some day
have results of transptianting large samples of the populations of Purpura.

M. Barigozzi. May I ask Dr. STAÏGER for some informations about the first
stages of the meiosis ; !'

M. Staiger.-Most of the stages ofmeipticprophaseoffemales are inaccessible
for cytologicalexamination,theeggs are m diakinesis at the moment of spawnmg.
In sorne exceptional.cases, diplotene configurations may be seen ; these show clear
chiasmas.

Nl.Prosser.-Experiments, both in laboratory and field, should in.d.icate what
stress is critical in the two chromosomal types. You implied two possible physio-
logical difierences, ability to withstand mechanical stress such as wave pressure,
^^f^Kró"i^y,^^^."H:Ï^LÏO.m^^eA;pee^.^probable

M. Staiger. - Quality and quantity of food is different for the different types of
Ïl.a.^lt^-tf""-usl-s^s^arac}es'Pr.(^oanc,^i-' a.n(^ 1},1S ttlerejore possible that the
two chromüsome forms show different ability in utilizing different food resources,
and thatthis contnbutesto fitness. It is however difficultto make one only factor
CfrTt'h^tJi't0^1?^ ^^}^ib)k £^itr^f ^^d^^^ ?h^e^?sc^ileofttthe^yt:^o^s^pl>1!
algal vegetation, mechanicai stress through the waves, most of these factors are
^lr^"JeJl!-!l8__tly-/^I^e^to ex^oslure,* Transplantation experiments could per-
^ ^ 1^1 ïl ^r !»^-_?li^r^ ^ n^ ^a^^t1'^^ n^e^siui^vi^u^Ifr<?m Jn ró^r m^di^e
^bi.t^t ^ an lnÏermedIate pure colony with a rich food suppfy (mussels), or with
poor food supply (barnacles).

ÏI*f,^?J!ïhÏ ^^^ fi^^^^P^ïïlV^n^u^^ y<oÏ^i?ss^lralt IIiek^lr^^rot^e^Ïse

!ihf-ï?LU^_°_ ^et 8 y ay llij the fact-t^ta^ete^
ducesa^ore diverse progeny ^The result of;thiswould-be-aninc^asedpro^bi-
«KyAannany given yea^ sufficientlytargeJractiono^hebroodwilTsur^ve.even
^S^g^^^^^=i^^^o^1 be

in

different years, but in each yearsome largefraction of the young Purpura could
survivc.

N. Staiger.'^riabl^ st^^'^^a^st^e^}o^so^ei^C^tsp^Tl^t^In)r (i[^l)r I^^?lfii^Jl^?s^I^faliv more
^

# h

.rari?"o."-i"c°'""ies that.r"< "".d." ""."I condi-tions. aspooï-food supplyl than

Ï^le"^isy<Ï^en-ch?.n^es of ,the, enyironinent (saimfty, tempera ture, etc.). 11 is

i(^s^
stresses under wïiich the animals suffercd whenyoung.

,J

\
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